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Pentagon Heads Toward Escalating Genocide in
Yemen
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Yemen is  Obama’s war,  now Trump’s,  complicit  with Saudi  terror-bombing,  massacring
civilians indiscriminately, causing vast destruction, human suffering and starvation.

A previous article explained millions of Yemenis face slow, painful deaths from lack of food
needed to survive, blockaded coastal areas preventing it from entering the country.

Amounts airlifted in are woefully inadequate. The mainstream media suppress the ongoing
horror, ignoring US responsibility for genocide.

On March 26, the Washington Post-owned Foreign Policy magazine headlined “Pentagon
Weighs More Support for Saudi-led War in Yemen,” saying:

“Several  Defense  officials  told  Foreign  Policy  the  prospect  of  more  American
help for the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen was under discussion even as the
administration examines its broader strategy in the region, including looking at
ways to counter Iran and to defeat Islamic State militants.”

“The Pentagon views increased support for the Saudi-led coalition as one way
of  potentially  pushing  back  against  Iran’s  influence  in  Yemen,  as  well  as
shoring up ties with an ally that felt neglected by the previous administration.”

What’s likely is escalated US-orchestrated aggression in a nation already devastated by two
years of imperial war – besides years of US drone war since launched by the Bush/Cheney
administration in January 2002, civilians overwhelmingly harmed.

Intensifying combat operations assures far more mass slaughter, destruction, chaos and
human suffering, besides what’s already intolerable – achieving nothing but endless conflict,
benefiting war-profiteers at the expense of countless numbers of innocent victims.

According to one unnamed Defense Department official, “(w)e’re interested in building the
capability of the Saudis” to operate in Yemen and elsewhere regionally – free to commit
atrocities with US help.

In  a  Saturday  address,  marking  the  second  anniversary  of  imperial  war  on  Yemen,
Ansarullah  movement  leader  Abdul-Malik  Badreddin  al-Houthi  denounced  Saudi  terror-
bombing war crimes, including use of chemical and other banned weapons – accomplishing
nothing but mass slaughter and destruction.

Denouncing  aggression  on  its  second  anniversary,  hundreds  of  thousands  of  Yemenis
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demonstrated  in  Sana’a’s  al-Sabin  Square,  waving  national  flags,  chanting  anti-Saudi
slogans.

Supreme  Political  Council  president  Saleh  al-Samad  praised  effective  resistance  against
Saudi aggression, despite unlimited resources, weapons, munitions, and US-led Western aid.

Now in its third year, Washington apparently wants conflict escalated, not ended. The longer
it continues, the greater the human toll.

The lives and welfare of millions of Yemeni civilians are at risk. Countless more numbers
may perish before conflict ends.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His new book as editor and contributor is titled “Flashpoint in Ukraine: How the US Drive for
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